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Abstract 
The dust collection efficiency of annular, granular-bed filters is studied for high concentration dust 
removal in comparison with rectangular typed filter. The fly ash is removed under constant filtration rate 
using fixed and moving beds consisting of spherical solid. The overall collection efficiency drops as dust 
load increases, mainly due to re-entrainment of the capture dust by drag force of gas. A model proposed 
previously to describe the dust collection process taking the fluid drag acting on dust particle contacting 
with spherical medium into account, is applied to the annular filter. The distribution of local amount of 
deposited dust and overall collection efficiency are predicted. The model is effective to explain the 
decrease of collection efficiency and the increase of pressure loss with dust load increase in annular filter, 
too. It predicts that annular bed surpasses rectangular bed in filtration performance. 
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η(or ET)=(Cin-Cout)/Cin           (1) 
Fig.3 Changes of collection efficiency and pressure drop 









Fig.4  Changes of collection efficiency and pressure 







































































































  濾剤降下速度（移動層）   
us = 0.5～2.0 cm/min （直交部平均滞留時 
間 10～40min） 
  ガス空塔速度  uf [m/s]      
入口側： 0.2  0.4     0.6     0.8 
出口側：0.094 0.19    0.28    0.37 
環状部ガス排出側流速は(内筒直径)/(外筒直径)だけ減
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集塵効率である7）。粉塵負荷 3kg/m2 (流速 0.4m/sで約
























Fig.9 Collection efficiency and pressure drop in 
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Fig.11 Theoretical collection efficiency and pressure drop in 
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 uf = 0.4m/s
 dc = 2mm
























Fig.14 Comparison of filter characteristics 
      between ring and panel filters  
 
使用記号 
Ci   =ダスト入口濃度[kg/m
3] 
Co   =ダスト出口濃度[kg/m
3] 
dc  =濾材粒子径[mm] 
Eb  =充填層の正味の集塵効率[－] 
L    =フィルター長さ[m] 
ｍ   =ufCit、粉塵負荷[kg/m
2] 
Δpb  =フィルター部圧力損失[kPa] 

















R    =外筒半径(rout)    [m] 
ｔ   =集塵時間[s] 
t    =ろ過部分の平均滞留時間[s] 
uf   =ガス空塔速度[m/s] 
us   =粒子降下速度[m/s] 
us,ABE   =平均粒子降下速度[m/s] 
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